
 

Today’s Order of Worship 

 

Announcements:   Greg Lowery 

 

Song Leader:    Josh Berryhill     

 

Opening Prayer:    Al Corkren  

 

On the Table:  Head -  Ralph Burleson    

   Servers - Billy Box  

     Greg Lowery      

     Bradley Box 

 

Closing Prayer:   David Key 

 

Preparing the Lord’s Supper  Michelle Lowery  

 

Weekly Service Times 
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   Bible Study    10:00 am 
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His Baptism, Temptation, & 
Transfiguration  
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THOSE WHO NEED OUR PRAYERS 

 

Lannie & Glenda Key: be praying for both of them during this difficult time 

 

Mary Rainey: has bone cancer throughout her body, please be praying for her and her 

family 

 

Jimmie Ann Hardy {Carolyn’s Sister} is in the nursing home in Guin, pray for her she 

has some ongoing health issues 

 

Joey Colburn: is taking treatments for cancer, please pray that the treatments will be 

successful in defeating his cancer 

  

Angie Ganey Gardner: fighting against breast cancer, please pray that this cancer will be 

defeated  

 

Shauna Silas: diagnosed with thyroid cancer, please be praying that with treatments this 

cancer will be defeated 

 

Mary Box: some ongoing other health problems, please keep her in your prayers  

 

Guy Weeks: is undergoing cancer treatments, please pray that this cancer will be 

defeated 

 

Maddie Bishop (young girl South Haleyville) diagnosed with stage 4 Ewing sarcoma, 

please pray for her and her family and that treatments can defeat this cancer 

 

Billy Lee {Carolyn’s Brother} he is in renal failure, is at the nursing home in Guin, 

please be praying for him and the staff caring for him  

 

Danny Berryhill: diagnosed with thickness of the heart, please be praying that doctors 

can successfully help him with this problem 

 

Bill Berryhill: latest test showed that his PSA was lower, treatments seem to be 

working, continued prayers for this good progress 

 

 

Have You Been Transfigured? 

By Adam B. Cozort 

 

Adam B. CozortThe apostle Paul wrote to the church at Rome: “And be not 

conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that 

ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God” (Romans 

12:2). The word in this text translated “transformed” comes from the Greek word 

metamorphoo (from which we get the word “metamorphosis”). It means “to change 

into another form, to transform, to transfigure” (Thayer). 

 

The import of the use of the word in this context is quite interesting. As Christians, 

we are to be those who are not conformed to or cut out of the pattern of the world. 

We have come out of the world through obedience to the Gospel; consequently, our 

lives are to be transfigured into something else. 

 

Certainly the greatest example of transfiguration was given by the Lord Himself. 

This same word is used in Matthew 17 and Mark 9 concerning Jesus’ transfiguration 

before Peter, James and John. As one notices that account, it is evident that Jesus did 

not just appear to be different, but He was actually changed during this event. The 

same is expected of our transfiguration; it is not to simply be a supposed 

transformation, but an actual one. 

 

Additionally, this metamorphosis has an originating point—the mind. Paul taught 

that one becomes transfigured “by the renewing of your mind.” The word 

“renewing” comes from the Greek word anakainosis, which means “to renovate.” As 

Christians, the first thing that must change is our mindset. When the standard is the 

world, anything goes. One can think whatever he wants, believe whatever he wants 

and practice whatever he wants because there are no hard and fast rules. However, 

the Christian has to change that mindset. The renovation of the mind comes with the 

recognition that God makes the rules and we must conform our lives to those rules. 

As my mind is renovated, my focus is changed, and my understanding is ncreased. 

Then, there will begin to be a metamorphosis in my lifestyle. Nevertheless, as with 

all things, the change starts on the inside. 

 

When a Christian begins renovation of the mind, it is evidenced in transfiguration of 

the person. He or she acts and reacts differently toward others; the things that one 

finds important in life change. The places he or she is willing to go and the things 
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THOSE WHO NEED OUR PRAYERS 

 

Timmy Weeks: recovering from shoulder replacement surgery, let us be praying that he 

has a successful recovery 

 

Mason Estes: he is need of a liver transplant; please be keeping him and his family in 

your prayers 

 

Judy Barker (David Barker’s Mother): she had been diagnosed with bone and lung 

cancer; please keep her and her family in your prayers 

 

Kristi White: diagnosed with cancer affecting her esophagus, stomach and other areas 

taking treatments at MD Anderson, please pray this cancer will be defeated 

 

Linda Lawrence: MRI showed a cyst on her liver; she will be scheduled for a biopsy, 

please be praying that the biopsy will show the cyst to be benign 

 

Deborah Pollard: she is dealing with cancer, please be praying that this cancer is 

treatable and that it can be defeated  

 

Van Roberts: has been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer, please be praying that with 

treatments this cancer can be defeated 

 

Delbert Preuninger: diagnosed with brain cancer, please pray that treatments will be 

able to fight this cancer 

 

Kayla Sanford: is in need of a liver and pancreas transplant, please being praying that 

she will be able to receive these transplants and that she will be able to regain her health  

 

Teresa Dunavant Bowles: dealing with some serious health issues concerning her 

kidneys and lungs, please keep her in your prayers 

 

 

one is willing to do are directly affected. The way that these Christians dress and talk 

are altered. The way that he or she approaches work changes. The way that one 

approaches God changes, and these changes are open and apparent to everyone around. 

 

When an individual is transfigured, friends, family and coworkers still out in the world 

will notice the difference because they are still living in conformation to the world’s 

pattern. Peter talked about that difference in 1 Peter 4:1-4 when he wrote: 

 

 Forasmuch then as Christ hath suffered for us in the flesh, arm  

 yourselves likewise with the same mind: for he that hath suffered in  

 the flesh hath ceased from sin; That he no longer should live the rest of  

 his time in the flesh to the lusts of men, but to the will of God. For the  

 time past of our life may suffice us to have wrought the will of the  

 Gentiles, when we walked in lasciviousness, lusts, excess of wine,  

 revellings, banquetings, and abominable idolatries: Wherein they think  

 it strange that ye run not with them to the same excess of riot, speaking  

 evil of you. 

 

The Christian does not hold the same appeal to the worldly person once transfiguration 

has occurred. 

 

However, there is one other matter of emphasis that must be conferred upon our 

thinking. If I have become a Christian, but nobody sees any change in me, have I been 

transfigured? The answer is, “No!” If my life has not changed, if my decision-making 

has no new standards, if my life is still equally filled with the worldliness and the 

selfishness that presented itself before I became a Christian, there has been no 

transformation, and there has been no transformation because there has been no 

renovation of the mind. We see an example of this in Acts 8:9-24 when Simon the 

Sorcerer was converted, but at the time Peter and John visited that town he had not 

been transformed. He offered the apostles money for their ability, but he was rebuked 

and told to repent because he had not adequately renovated his mind. 

 

Have you been transfigured? Have you renovated your mind and gone through the 

metamorphosis of the Christian life? It will not happen all at once. One does not come 

up out of the water with everything magically changed. It is a process of focus, study, 

understanding and application that works to completely transform the self-serving man 
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into a servant of God. If you have not undertaken the process of transfiguration, it is 

never too late to begin, and the start is only a determination of mind and a change of 

heart away. Will you start today? 

 

Obtained at: www.gospelgazette.com 

 

 

What Is Temptation? 

By Mark Weaver 

 

Temptation is the process by which man is lured away from godly behavior. In the 

world in which we live, temptation is absolutely everywhere. We are tempted by 

inappropriate dress, inappropriate use of our time and inappropriate feelings. In short, 

we are tempted by the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes and the pride of life. 

 

How then does temptation actually work? The Bible tells us in James 1:13 that God 

does not tempt man. If this is the case, then why are we tempted? Why do we seek to 

do that which is contrary to the will of God? To put it simply, man is tempted by his 

own desires (James 1:14). The Bible also tells us that sin is pleasurable for a season 

(Hebrews 11:25). Like many things in our world, the temptation to sin is usually 

accompanied by a denial of its eventual cost. The Bible says that sin leads to death 

(James 1:15). How much easier it would be to resist temptation if every time we were 

in danger of sinning, a little warning would go off "Danger, danger, death ahead!" 

While this is an amusing imagination, the truth is we must train ourselves to have this 

very reaction. We need to understand how we are tempted to sin so we can better 

resist it. James 4:7 says that the devil will flee from us when we resist him. This 

promise from God is very precious in that it shows us that not only will Satan flee 

from us, but that it is possible for us to resist him. 

 

One of the great questions about temptation is, "why?" Why is man tempted? As we 

have already said, it is not God that tempts man. Why then does the devil tempt us? 

Just as the devil desired Simon Peter in Luke 22:31, so he also desires us today. Satan 

has been our accuser for lo, these many years. In the same way that he brought 

destruction on Adam and Eve with the deceitfulness of sin, he seeks to do the same to 

us today. He does this in a very subtle way. The Bible tells us that Satan and his 

angels can transform themselves into angels of light. We can see this in the world 

today; people who live contrary to the will of the Lord (adulterers, homosexuals, etc.) 

try to portray themselves as having the moral high ground. 

 

You will notice that if you see a homosexual character on television, he or she is almost 

always portrayed as kind and loving and in all ways superior to those judgmental 

people who say they are doing something wrong. This is nothing new, but only Satan 

seeking to give another temptation to yet the next generation of society through the 

deceitfulness of sin. 

 

Temptation also has a positive aspect for the Christian. First Peter 1:6-7 shows us that 

temptation is a method of refining our faith. That is, temptation helps us to grow as 

Christians. This is the exercising of our faith; just as the exercising of the body 

produces a stronger body, so also the exercising of our faith produces a stronger faith. 

Temptation also produces endurance. James 1:2-4 shows us that we should be happy 

when temptation arises because it tries our faith, and by trying our faith, it increases our 

endurance or our ability to resist temptation. Strong, growing Christians are not 

produced by the absence of temptation, but by resisting it. Temptation keeps the 

Christian humble. As we grow as Christians, we need to remember that temptation still 

comes to us just as it comes to the man who was baptized last night. Even the apostle 

Paul suffered temptation through his thorn in the flesh that served to keep him humble 

(2 Corinthians 12:7). 

 

Happily, we are to be judged by Jesus Christ who was tempted in all points like as we 

are, yet without sin. Jesus will be our Judge. Immediately after his baptism, he went 

into the wilderness, there to be tempted by the devil. He was offered the same things we 

are offered: the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes and the pride of life. And yet, he 

did not sin. When we appear before the judgment bar of Christ, we will not be able to 

say, "Well, Lord you do not understand," because he lived among us. 

 

In conclusion, although man can be drawn away by his lusts and enticed, God is faithful 

and he will not allow us to be tempted above what we can bear, but along with the 

temptation will make the way out that we can endure it (2 Corinthians 10:13). God has 

given us the victory through his son, Jesus Christ, so that we can have the hope of a 

home in Heaven with him. Second Peter 2:9 tells us that the Lord knows how to deliver 

the Godly from temptation. We then, as Christians, should think on the precious 

promises that the Lord has given us that we are able to resist temptation. 


